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About Evolve Music and Adventurers
Evolve Music is a grassroots community music organisation based in the South West.
We work together with Families, Young People and Adults to co-create music that tells
stories this is supported by our Evolution workforce development programme.
Adventurers is a unique programme of creative music intervention that reaches the
most vulnerable families in our community that may not otherwise have access to
similar support services.
Working in partnership with Radstock Children’s Centre and the local Health Visitor
Team, this referral-only programme has been carefully designed to support positive
attachment and family cohesion, as well as supporting early years development, in
particular: speech and language.

Introduction
S and her mother T have been attending one to one sessions since the beginning of the
2020 autumn term. During this time all sessions have been held online due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. S and T have attended 23 sessions to date and have requested to
continue attending one to one sessions for at least the first half of the summer term,
with the possibility of moving to the Adventurers group for the second half of the
summer term.
A was 4 months old when they first started attending one-to-one sessions. T was
referred to our Early Years Intervention programme by staff at Radstock Children’s
Centre due to low mood, depression, anxiety and physical issues. Having been given the
choice between attending the Adventurers group or one-to-one sessions, T opted for
the latter. Her initial choice was based on her concern that S might be too young for the
group and that S’s development might be better supported on a one-on-one basis.
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Engagement with 1-on-1 Programme
At the beginning of the one-to-one sessions T appeared anxious to learn the songs with
the accompanying Makaton signs and she expressed worry that due to Covid-19 S
might not be receiving the stimulus she needs for her development. As the sessions
went on T seemed to become increasingly confident in her musical interactions with S,
and at leading and choosing songs that suited S’s mood and energy levels.
T has felt that the sessions have supported them both during the pandemic when S has
not had much contact with people outside of the family and has expressed concern
about an abrupt change.
From the outset, Evolve Music invited other family members to be present in the
sessions, and S’s father, aunt and both grand-mothers have been present at different
times. T has expressed her appreciation for being able to involve other family members
as a way of spending joyful time in play and song together as a family. There has been
much development in S. over the past 5 months. In the first term, the sessions seemed
to support S and T to find musical ways to support S’s self-regulation.
“Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” is a firm favourite, and S appears to relax immediately
when T or I sing it. “How much is that Doggy” is another song which seems to soothe S
– T tends to sway from side to side as she sings this song. In the first term T was
interested in learning lullabies and I recorded two, which I sent to T. T said that she was
using one of the lullabies “Sula Lula” with S at home before her evening feed.
In the second term, the focus shifted to using songs and games to support S's fine and
gross motor skill development. The sessions also continued to support T to learn new
songs to use at home. S started to grip, move and play her shaker, and there were
several sessions where there was sustained musical play with the shaker for 10 minutes.
Songs and games included “Play and Stop”, “This is the way” and “Music Girl”. S seemed
to enjoy both making sound and watching T make sound, the highlights being playing
with dynamic shifts to loud and fast and stopping and starting. T increasingly sang all
the songs, with occasional prompting from me. There was much joyful interaction
between mother and daughter, with lots of eye contact, and giggling and laughter from
both mother and daughter.
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"It has been a lovely way to learn new songs and ways to interact
with my baby, including using Makaton, during a difficult time. It
has given us great prop ideas to go along with actions. I love
learning new songs and ideas I can take away to entertain my
daughter and help her learn. The sessions also give us dedicated
time as a family to bond with baby uninterrupted. It's great that
everyone can join in. Esther has been amazing at adapting what
to do based on my babies age, attention span and her mood on
the day. She takes a tricky situation, such as trying to keep babies
attention on a screen, and makes the most of it. We very much
enjoy our sessions and look forward to doing more in the future."
-T

Conclusion
The sessions have given T space to talk about how she is feeling, and she is able to
express any worries and concerns she has. T and I are also able to talk S’s development
and T tells me what new things S has learnt from week to week – this feels particularly
important given T’s anxiety about S’s development.
Over time, S has been increasingly been able to self-regulate and is now mostly engages
for the full 30-minute session. The sessions have supported the strengthening of the
bond between mother and daughter through musical play, and T’s confidence to engage
in musical play and to lead songs is impressive and continues to grow.
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